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Genetic interventions will improve the genome, but they will never make
a human being out of the human animal
Using research on the ageing mind, support is offered for the concept of
bio-cultural sciences. The bio-cultural sciences highlight the notion that human
behaviour is the joint and co-constructive expression of biological–genetic and
cultural–societal processes and conditions. The genome determines the ontogeny
of the brain; however, so does the cultural–social environment and individual
behaviour. The study of the ageing mind illustrates this principle of bio-cultural
co-construction. One fertile theory distinguishes between the declining
biology-driven cognitive mechanics and the maintained or even increasing
culture-driven cognitive pragmatics. Beginning in early adulthood, the plasticity
of the cognitive mechanics decreases with advancing age, but the cognitive
pragmatics exploit the opportunities of culture and the experiential and
interpersonal contexts in which people develop and, therefore, they can exhibit
lifelong positive expressions. Professional expertise, artistic competence,
social–emotional intelligence and wisdom are examples of late-life potentials in
the cognitive pragmatics. This view does not exclude the fact that, in the oldest
(Fourth Age), ageing losses become more prominent and affect the cognitive
pragmatics as well. A general developmental theory is presented that illustrates
how, within the limits offered by biological- and culture-based plasticity,
successful ageing is accomplished by the orchestration of three behavioural
processes: selection, optimization, and compensation.

Introduction
The field of human gerontology has changed, and this change can be used to illustrate another,
more general, sea change in the life sciences, the emergence of what we call the bio-cultural
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sciences. From a field that conceptualized human ageing as a universal decline in functioning,
the new view is to think about human ageing as a combination of gains and losses in function,
although with an age-related shift toward a less positive balance sheet of gains and losses.5, 68
Such a differentiated and multidirectional view of human ageing was always part of the cultural
sciences. For humanists, social, and behavioural scientists, expressions of human ageing
always contained some signs of positivity and reasons for celebration.32, 69, 47 Among the
putative positive aspects of old age were deeper insights into the existential questions of life
associated with the human condition, as illustrated by such topics as wisdom and spirituality.
Now, the biological sciences have joined in this new multidirectional gain–loss vista of the
nature of human ageing.
In other words, whereas a couple of decades ago the field of gerontology and, in particular,
its biological sector was busy counting the wrinkles and losses of ageing, there is growing
excitement about the ‘new’ and ‘happy’ gerontology.57 Across a wide range of disciplines,
scientists are arguing that theories and methods are available – or in the making – that have
the potential to generate a better state of old age. This is true, even though there is another
recent and less optimistic story about the oldest-old. This less optimistic story suggests that
this excitement of the new gerontology is primarily applicable to what, nowadays, is often
called young old age or the ‘Third Age’; that is, the age range up to 80 years or so. For the
‘Fourth Age’, the age range beyond 80, the future of old age is less positive.2, 6, 11, 64
The topic of the ageing mind is an excellent illustration of the potential and limits of the
good and bad news of the new gerontology. This is so because, in the description and
explanation of the growing and ageing mind, biological, psychological, and social–cultural
factors meet. Neither is sufficient to understand the complexities of the ageing mind.
Biological, psychological and cultural factors act together and not always in harmony, in
orchestrating how intelligence and other facets of the mind develop and age.
The new view of the ageing mind is closely linked to a perspective that can be characterized
as bio-cultural co-constructivism. To illustrate the innovative power of this orientation we
begin with a characterization of its opposites. Because the excitement about recent work on
the human genome and its promise for understanding the mind is so much in the foreground
of everyday discourse, we want to make sure that the joint and co-constructive role of biology
and culture for the growing and ageing of the mind are not lost in the current-day spirit of
geneticism.
Modern work on the genetics of the brain is easily misconstrued as evidence for biological
determinism, for the superior power of biological genetic over environmental–experiential
factors. Actually, two forms of determinism are operative: genetic determinism and brain
determinism. With genetic determinism, we mean the direct control of intelligence through
genes and their expression. With brain determinism, we mean the view that human behaviour
is regulated by brain-based influences.
Such genetic determinism and brain determinism biases, if they exist – and this seems
occasionally true, especially for media coverage – need correction. Of course, human
geneticists are correct when they argue that the mind is constrained by what the
biological–genetic foundation of the brain permits. Brain scientists are also correct in stating
that cognitive behaviour is represented in the brain. Behavioural and social scientists, however,
are also correct when they, in turn, argue that the same is true for the constraining and enhancing
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role of culture-based factors on the brain. In this line of thought, genetic interventions, for
instance, will improve the genome and its brain-related expressions, but they will never make
a human being out of the human animal.

On the bio-cultural orchestration of the brain
To prevent a possible misunderstanding, let us emphasize that a genetic and brain determinism
bias is not accepted by all researchers in the field of the genetics and the brain sciences. On
the contrary, aside from psychologists, many neuroscientists have systematically invested their
efforts to show how aspects of culture, such as environmental and learning conditions, shape
the structure and function of the brain-behaviour system in reciprocal, continuing, and
historically increasing ways.16, 20, 68, 22, 65, 63 Brain plasticity and behavioural plasticity are the
lead concepts that signal such work.
Indeed, during the last decades, major strides were made in rejecting simple models of
biological or cultural determinism.24, 70 There is general agreement that the mind is the
bio-cultural co-construction of two interactive systems of influences: internal geneticbiological and external material-social-cultural.15, 35, 40 The brain is the joint outcome of these
two systems of inheritance. The genome and the environment, including culture, are equal
partners in laying the foundation and the subsequent organization of the mind. From a
long-term historical perspective, the relative role of cultural factors has increased. This is due
to the fact that time scales for genetic and cultural transmission differ. For instance, in modern
times, the genome has remained relatively stable, but the production of culture and its spread,
including that between generations, has increased dramatically. In our view, this supports the
conclusion that the more recent ‘emerging’ properties of mind are primarily associated with
cultural factors. There should be no misunderstanding, in the spirit of bio-cultural
co-constructionism: this does not deny that biological brain potential is a necessary
precondition for the emergence of culture itself.
The concept of bio-cultural co-construction used in this new view of the brain-behaviourculture interface implies that, throughout evolutionary history, the genetic and the cultural
conditioned and influenced each other in major and cumulative ways. This is also true for
individual development from birth into old age. In this approach, the brain is seen as a
dependent variable. Its basic foundation includes the expression of the environment and the
culture into which brains are born as well as the activity of individuals as they live their lives.
Since the scope and depth of culture are more recent events, the relative power of cultural
factors on the brain has accelerated.
To illustrate: first of all, the biochemical and biophysical architecture of the brain itself
carries the stamp of culture and lifelong experiences. For example, people who are practised
string players, have in their brains a larger somatosensory representation of the digits of their
left hand in comparison with fingers of their right hands or with the fingers of the left hands
compared with people who do not play an instrument.26 Similarly, blind individuals who read
Braille have increased cortical representations of their Braille-reading finger pads compared
with either sighted or non-Braille-reading controls. Interestingly, it has also been shown that
representations of parts of the hand that were not employed in Braille reading were, in contrast,
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differentially smaller than in control hands.53 Thus, performance at one task will change the
cortical representations in favour of that task at the expense of some unpractised task.20, 25, 55
These examples can be extended by numerous thought experiments: for instance, the
question to what degree learning a single language first or learning several languages at once
alters the organization of the brain. As soon as one opens one’s mind to such thought
experiments, they illustrate that, throughout life, the cerebral cortex is continuously modifying
its topological and functional properties in dependence on environmental–cultural changes and
life experiences. Moreover, such results on the impact of culture-based experience on brain
structures and functions also account for broad inter-individual differences found in
behavioural expressions of human beings, such as intelligence.
Secondly, note that the developed brain is in constant need of the environment, to be
stimulated and to be guided in its activities. Like the regulating influences of the genome, this
input and feedback by cultural products (such as libraries and the media) and cultural agents
such as social partners, is not random. It is selective and structured in the same way that the
gene-based brain is selective and structured. Thus, societies and cultures are more than what
is stored in and expressed through individual brains,13 and the resulting brain outcomes in
modern societies can be different from the architectural patterns that ‘genetically identical’
brains exhibited at earlier evolutionary times. Furthermore, the social and cultural sciences
teach us that collective and interactive-mind conditions and paradigms are the foundation of
the culture-based mind. Here, the neurosciences with their current focus on individual brains
have a long way to go to represent what culture as a collective, interactive-mind enterprise
is all about.

The interplay between brain plasticity and cultural plasticity
The concepts of brain and behavioural plasticity are particularly good examples to illustrate
the kind of productive interdisciplinarity and reciprocal causation that exists in the bio-cultural
constitution of the brain. In general, brain plasticity refers to the capacity of the brain to change
cortical representations as a function of experience. The concept of behavioural plasticity
denotes the same on the behavioural level.12, 43, 62
Stretching the analogy, one can speculate that there is an environmental–cultural equivalent
to brain and behavioural plasticity. This equivalent could be called cultural plasticity. Cultures
differ in the level of resources (opportunities) they offer for individual development, in profiles
of behavioural expressions, in the constellations of interactive minds, as well as in their
receptivity to modification by behaviour of individuals and new technological conditions. If
one lives in a culture with a restricted range of variability and opportunities for learning, the
brain remains less developed.
A further thought experiment might help to explore the boundary conditions of the
brain-culture-plasticity interface. Are there environment-based and culture-produced
influences that could change the brain in fundamental and even qualitatively different ways?
One example would be a case where elements that are not part of the brain, such as specific
anti-oxygens, are imported into the brain through nourishment. In principle, this import could,
in interaction with what is available in the brain, produce a new state of biochemical or
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biophysical functioning. Similar thought experiments could be conducted in the context of
future developments of modern medical–biological technologies, such as where specific
microchips or electrodes are implanted into the brain resulting into new neuronal structures
and functions.
Lifespan psychology
One line of inquiry that has exemplified the notion that biology and culture interact in the
production of the structure and function of the brain and behaviour is ‘lifespan psychology’
and, within that field, particularly research on the structure and function of intelligence and
related cognitive capacities across the lifespan.5, 10, 15, 36, 52 By looking at the entire lifespan,
the joint orchestration of human development through societal–institutional, psychological,
and biological factors becomes evident.
Four lines of work by lifespan psychologists are of particular importance: (1) the first is a
theoretical frame to help us understand the overall architecture of the life course; (2) the second
is a theory of intelligence that distinguishes between two categories of intellectual functioning,
the biology-based cognitive mechanics and the cultural- and knowledge-based cognitive
pragmatics; (3) the third is work on cognitive plasticity and its development across the lifespan;
(4) the fourth is research on how people, as they age, succeed in maintaining high levels of
cognitive functioning and move forward in selected domains of new development.
Biological and cultural frames of lifespan development
Drawing on both evolutionary and ontogenetic perspectives,5, 6 the lifespan dynamics between
biology and culture can be characterized by three major principles (see Figure 1). First,

Figure 1. Schematic representation of three principles governing the dynamics between
biology and culture across the lifespan. There can be a lot of debate about the specific
forms of the functions, but less about directionality.
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evolutionary selection pressure displays a negative age correlation,28, 51 and therefore
genome-based plasticity and biological potential decrease with age. Secondly, for growth
aspects of human development to cover more and more of the biologically possible maximum
lifespan, culture-based resources are necessary and required at ever-increasing levels. Thirdly,
because of age-related losses in biological potential, the efficiency of culture is reduced as the
lifespan development unfolds and old age is reached.
From an evolutionary perspective, the notion of a negative age correlation of selection
benefits results from the fact that the selection-driving process of reproductive fitness is located
in young adulthood. As a consequence, evolutionary selection operated primarily during the
first half of life.29, 51 Accordingly, genetic expressions at later stages are more often deleterious
or dysfunctional than those operative at earlier times in the lifespan. In short: ‘Evolutionary
biology was not a good friend of age’.
The argument for an age-related increase in the need for culture has two main parts. First,
for human development to have reached higher and higher levels of functioning there had to
be a conjoint evolutionary increase in the richness and dissemination of culture and its
opportunities. Culture, for instance, was the primary motor for the sharp increase in longevity
during the 20th century, not changes in the genome. Secondly, because ageing is associated
with a decrease in the biological efficiency of the organism to maintain functions, this loss
requires an increase in the supportive and compensatory role of culture-based resources.
The third cornerstone is that, with ageing, cultural factors – such as learning and imitation
– become less effective. This is primarily, but not only, due to the age-related loss in biological
potential and its negative consequences on learning potential. There are also the limitations
on new learning that stem from the learning process itself. We should consider lifespan
development in analogy to learning curves. Learning curves are often exponential. In later
phases, as individuals reach asymptotes, further progress becomes smaller and smaller.
Another disadvantage of high levels of learning and associated specialization is negative
transfer from one domain to another.

A dual-process theory of lifespan intelligence
Consistent with this general view of the biological and cultural architecture of the life course
is a theory of intelligence or cognitive resources (see Figure 2) that distinguishes between two
major categories of intellectual functioning: the biology-based cognitive mechanics and the
culture-based cognitive pragmatics.5, 15, 46 A forerunner of this theory were considerations by
Donald Hebb (1949) and the model of fluid and crystallized intelligence proposed by Cattell
(1971) and Horn (1982).
The cognitive mechanics are the cognitive primitives generated by biological–genetic
evolution and they represent the basic information processing, learning, and memorizing that
humans are capable of. They are indexed by the speed, accuracy, and coordination of
elementary operations of information processing and their use in generating memory. In
everyday words, one could speak of the mechanics as the physiologically pre-programmed
hardware of the brain. As is true for other bodily (physical) aspects of lifespan development,
the predominant pattern of lifespan change in the cognitive mechanics is growth (maturation)
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Figure 2. The dual-process model of lifespan intellectual development. Two distinct
components of intelligence, the cognitive mechanics and the cognitive pragmatics.

in childhood and adolescence, followed by stability in early adulthood, and ageing-induced
decline. This decline begins as early as middle adulthood.
In contrast to the mechanics, the cognitive pragmatics of intelligence are fundamentally
associated with the role of culture and cultural determinants. Their primary substrate is
culture-based knowledge and cultural learning. One could speak of the cognitive pragmatics
as the culture-based software of the brain. Being able to speak a language, being able to read
and write, solving formal-logical thinking problems, acquiring a specific professional
expertise, being able to write a poem or compose a piece of music, having an identity concept
of oneself, are prototypical examples of the cognitive pragmatics.
Because the cognitive pragmatics reflect the acquisition and lifelong practice of culturally
transmitted bodies of declarative and procedural knowledge, developmental changes in the
cognitive pragmatics and their associated brain transformations extend farther into the lifespan.
It is in the cognitive pragmatics where culture reigns, and where individuals, for instance
through intensive effort, imitation, deliberate practice, and cultural innovations, can develop
into knowledgeable human beings.
Due to individual, group, and cultural variations in context, as well as idiosyncratic life
experiences, the lifespan script of the cognitive pragmatics has multiple aspects and exhibits
both commonalities and sizeable differences in trajectories between individuals and
content-domains. Some pieces of the cognitive pragmatics are fairly general, such as the ability
to speak a particular language. Other parts, however, such as specific expertise-related
skills – for example, playing chess or composing music – are more person-specific if not
idiosyncratic. As we move through life, and depending on cultural conditions, we select,
engage, and disengage from activities. Thus, a complex pattern of gains and losses in the
cognitive pragmatics can result.15, 23, 52 In this vein and on the level of brain functioning, the
cognitive pragmatics contribute a major share to what occasionally is called the ‘personalized’
brain.
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Figure 3. Adult age gradients for prototypical measures of the cognitive mechanics and
the cognitive pragmatics.48, 67

The mechanics and the pragmatics are not independent of each other. In everyday life, most
intellectual tasks involve both; they form an interactive and collaborative system. For example,
by using pragmatic techniques, such as the memory technique of the method of loci, one can
recall hundreds of words in the correct order, although the cognitive mechanics by themselves
would permit the recall of no more than something like 5–7 words. However, there are also
conditions where the cognitive mechanics are interfering with what the cognitive pragmatics
aspire to. This may be true, for instance, when the evolutionarily earlier contexts with their
resulting changes in the cognitive mechanics do not square with the adaptive challenges of
the modern world. And finally, in old age, the cognitive mechanics may fall below the limit
required for the cognitive pragmatics to function well.
Empirical data support the prediction of the dual-process theory of intelligence, namely that
cognitive mechanics and cognitive pragmatics follow differential lifespan trajectories (see
Figure 3). The results of studies using psychometric cognitive measures show that the
biology-driven cognitive mechanics, reflected in measures of reasoning, speed, episodic and
working memory, show a general growth pattern up to early adulthood. Fairly early, however,
because of their close ties to biology and genome-based determinants, the speed and accuracy
of basic information processing show systematic and continuous losses in functioning. The
left-hand panel of Figure 3 illustrates this general declining pattern of the cognitive mechanics
for a prototypical mechanic ability, the working memory. In contrast, the cultural-based
pragmatics, usually represented by the abilities of knowledge and language, display later onsets
of decline.48, 58 Because tasks involved in the measures of the cognitive pragmatics are usually
heavily confronted with components of the mechanics, data obtained with commonly used
psychometric measures probably represent an underestimation of the pragmatic potential.
Research on cognitive pragmatics needs innovative efforts and new models of measurement.
One domain that has recently received much attention as an exemplar of a more salient form
of the cognitive pragmatics is the topic of wisdom.14 Psychologists define wisdom as an expert
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system in the knowledge and skills of the conditions and conduct of life. Related constructs
are social and emotional intelligence.
Using answers to difficult life dilemmas, which require wisdom-type knowledge,
psychologists demonstrated that the emergence of wisdom occurs later in ontogeny than is the
case for tasks of the biologically driven cognitive mechanics.14 The peak period of development
for the cognitive mechanics is childhood and early adolescence. Contrariwise, regarding
cognitive pragmatics, it is in young adulthood (the 20s and 30s) where this culture-based
knowledge systems shows its major advances.54 Moreover, (the right-hand panel of Figure 3),
older adults perform well on wisdom tasks, at least up to age 75. Similarly, older adults are
very effective when it comes to situations demanding social and emotional intelligence.18, 42
However, even aside from such topics as wisdom and emotional intelligence, similar
positive outcomes were obtained in areas closer to everyday functioning. In the domains they
select for continued optimization and further development of their cognitive pragmatics, older
adults, on average, demonstrate sizeable cognitive plasticity and high levels of efficacy, and
this is despite their age-associated losses in the speed of information processing.56 Older expert
pianists, for instance, showed nearly no age-related decline on music-related tasks, although
they displayed the normal pattern of large age-related reductions in standard measures of
general processing speed.41 Apart from professional expertise,21, 27 similar age-friendly results
have been found in the arts, including painting, composing, and writing.59, 60
Because of its close dependence on the biological conditions of ageing, in old age the brain
becomes a major constraining force to what is possible. With ageing, the level of cognitive
mechanics moves continuously downward and, if individuals live long enough, their level is
likely to drop below a functional threshold. Normal ageing and pathological ageing contribute
jointly to this downward trajectory of the cognitive mechanics. As a consequence, the cognitive
mechanics in late life offer a smaller and smaller pool of information processing resources that
can be used for the nurturing and acquisition of culture-based knowledge; that is, the
maintenance and the further refinement of the cognitive pragmatics.
As a result of this general loss in cognitive mechanics, in very old age all categories of
intellectual functioning exhibit a pattern of decline.11, 48 Empirical observations from the Berlin
Ageing Study could show that differences in directionality between mechanical and pragmatic
abilities tend to disappear in the Fourth Age. The cognitive mechanics become more powerful
in the regulation of the mind. Furthermore, in old age, biological factors become more
prominent, even in determining individual differences in the knowledge-based cognitive
pragmatics.48
Cognitive plasticity: lifespan changes
As mentioned already, two centrepieces of cognitive neuroscience and psychological research
are brain and behavioural plasticity. Research on behavioural plasticity brings most clearly into
focus the issue of the dynamics between brain and cultural potential as well as age-related
changes in potential.
On the one hand, psychological plasticity research has generated much optimism about the
ageing mind. One piece of the new gerontology is that cognitive plasticity is a lifelong
phenomenon. Older adults continue to profit from learning, and the extent of the plasticity
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Figure 4. Testing-the-limits research suggests the existence of robust age-related losses in
the mechanics of cognition and its consequences on other functions. The example given
involves a memory technique, the Method of Loci. After 38 sessions of training, most
older adults did not reach the level of performance reached by young adults. In the final
distribution, not a single older person was performing above the mean of the young adults
(adapted from Ref. 9).

observed is larger than commonly expected. However, and this is in line with the overall
landscape outlined (see Figure 1), there is also another side to the lifespan story of behavioural
plasticity. Compared with young adults, older adults profit less from performance enhancing
training programs.1, 3, 17, 71, 72 In general, older adults need more cognitive support, more
practice and more time to reach equivalent performance improvements.
One form of training that illustrates this ageing-associated loss in cognitive behavioural
plasticity most clearly is testing-the-limits work on maximum performance potential.4, 37, 62 As
expected, the results of testing-the-limits training studies, in the domain of episodic memory
for instance, display two seemingly contradictory outcomes (see Figure 4). First, older adults
continue to have cognitive potential for new learning. Second, however, the more one
approaches maximum limits or the peak performance range, the more evident it becomes that
the potential for high levels of functioning is much reduced as one approaches old age. In some
domains, and despite intensive training and effort, older adults may never be able to reach the
same level of functioning as younger adults.9, 38, 39
Recent results of a memory training study conducted with participants in the Fourth
Age – that is participants between 75 and 101 years of age – display the most radical evidence
for such losses in cognitive plasticity.61 Not all participants in this group of the oldest-old are
still able to profit from instruction in a mnemonic technique. Moreover, following the basic
initiation into the method, most failed to improve their performance. In sharp contrast, young
adults continuously improved their memory performance throughout the training.
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Third versus fourth age and the role of dementias in cognitive ageing
Such marked losses of cognitive plasticity in old age are further magnified when brain
pathologies, such as dementias join the normal processes of ageing.3 For Alzheimer patients,
for instance, even in preclinical stages of the disease, the plasticity potential associated with
the cognitive mechanics is reduced to such a degree that new learning becomes nearly
impossible. Such findings, and others,2, 64 have strengthened the suggestion that we need to
distinguish between a Third and a Fourth Age. In other words, what we have learned in recent
decades about the remarkable continuing plasticity of the mind in the Third Age, may not be
generalizable to advanced old age.
Advanced old age, therefore, represents one of the major challenges for new gerontological
work. Note in this context that our analyses of the biology–culture dynamics across the life
span (see Figure 1) suggests that further advances in the biological and cultural co-construction
of functioning in the oldest-old, the Fourth Age, will be more and more difficult to achieve
as we are moving into higher and higher ages.

Lifespan script of allocation of resources
Aside from the question of what intellectual resources consist of and how they vary with age,
there is the question of what they are used for. Considering the joint impact of biological and
cultural factors on the development from childhood into old age (Figure 1 above), a lifespan
scenario results that shows major reorganizations in the level and distribution of the allocation
of cognitive resources. In childhood and adolescence, most resources are invested into
processes of growth and higher levels of functioning. The further individuals move into
adulthood, the more it becomes that cognitive resources are invested into maintenance of
functioning and the regulation of losses. With ageing, fewer and fewer of the cognitive
mechanics and cognitive pragmatics can be devoted to new learning and the development of
new bodies of knowledge.
To understand the implication of this shifting dynamic in the allocation of resources, a
general meta-theory of development – selective optimization with compensation (SOC) – has
been proposed as a guiding frame. According to this theory, any developmental process can
be understood as involving the coordinated orchestration of three processes: selection,
optimization, and compensation.7, 5, 8, 50 Selection delineates the range of possible alternative
options or ends. Optimization involves means to achieve success or desired outcomes.
Compensation, finally, comes into play when individuals are confronted with a loss in
previously available goal-relevant means and, as a consequence, alternative means have to be
acquired and invested to maintain a given level of functioning.
One example that we have used in the past to illustrate this orchestrating processes of
selection, optimization, and compensation31 comes from an interview with the famed pianist
Rubinstein who, at 80, was asked how he succeeded in remaining such an excellent concert
pianist. In his answer, one could find the following. First, that he played fewer pieces
(selection). Secondly, that he practised these more often than at earlier times (optimization).
And thirdly, that to cover his loss of speed in the motor mechanics of playing, he introduced
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more extreme contrasts in playing speed such as ritardandos (see also Ref. 41 for experimental
demonstrations of such compensatory behaviour in ageing pianists).

Intelligence, cognition, and everyday sensor-motor functioning
The strategy of SOC as a way to manage ageing successfully can be shown in many domains
of functioning.31 One is motor behaviour and the ageing-associated increases in the cognitive
resources that need to be allocated to achieve effective functioning.
The ageing mind is a systemic phenomenon that pervades much of what individuals do.
Traditionally, when one speaks about the mind, research highlights the use of intelligence or
cognitive resources for the academic-cognitive dimensions of life, for instance for the
organization of knowledge, for learning, and for logical problem solving. However, the study
of human ageing has pointed out, and this is in line with the shifting profile of allocation of
resources mentioned before, that the ageing mind is highly relevant for non-abstract and
non-symbolic tasks of everyday life: for instance, how to walk, how to keep one’s balance,
how to eat, or how to drive a car. At first sight, these activities have little to do with intelligence
or cognition.
Research work conducted in our laboratory can be used as an example, both of how cognitive
resources are invested into domains other than the classical tests of intelligence, and, in
addition, of how we allocated resources through selection, optimization, and compensation;
and how in ageing this pattern of allocation changes.49, 44 To examine this interaction, we
designed a laboratory in which, online, walking (speed, accuracy) and memory (recalling lists
of words) can be measured. In addition, we arranged for ways to measure compensation when
task performance is challenged; for instance, regarding memory by having the option to slow
down the presentation of the words to be remembered; or regarding walking, by having access
to a handrail on which to lean when walking becomes unstable.
In a study44, 49 summarized in Figure 5, younger and old adults were asked to memorize and
walk at the same time. This dual-task performance, walking and memorizing at the same time,
is then compared with the level of performance observed under single-task conditions. The
relevant findings are that older adults need more of their pool of cognitive resources to walk
than younger adults. Secondly, when deciding to allocate resources, older adults favoured
allocation to walking over memorizing. In other words, older adults prioritized walking. Most
likely, this is due to the fact that stable motor behaviour in old age has a large survival value.
Furthermore, when the task became more difficult, older persons were quite efficient at using
compensatory means to maintain walking.
Aside from the significance of these findings for the successful-ageing theory of SOC, such
research on sensorimotor functioning exemplifies the fact that the ageing mind is challenged
by more than intellectual tasks in the traditional sense. In old age, because the
biologically-based mechanics of the body begin to fail, the mind is devoted in ever-increasing
ways of managing the fundamentals of the body, such as eating, walking, and keeping one’s
balance. As a result, less and less cognitive resources are available for nurturing and acquiring
those pragmatic bodies of knowledge that are in the centre of culture and our individuality;
such as identity, wisdom, and the self.
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Figure 5. Age differences in dual-task costs: none for walking, but for memorizing. The
suggested interpretation is in line with the theory of selective optimization with
compensation: older adults prioritize walking over memory (adapted from Ref. 49).

Future perspectives
Due to the advances of a broad spectrum of disciplines, and societal advances in general, the
modern situation of the ageing mind has reached a new level of development, especially
regarding the Third Age. In general, the Third Age refers to the age range from about 60 to
80 years. From a century of studying declines of ageing, we have reached a new scenario where
cognitive ageing is not just a story of decline, but where we know that the ageing mind entails
select opportunities of continued growth. These gains are foremost the reflection of cultural
impact.
Successful ageing is inherently a story of selection, optimization and, especially,
compensation. Compensating for the biology-induced losses in the cognitive mechanics of the
ageing mind seems especially critical. Therefore, aside from the use of training and medical
interventions, major advances are to be expected from engineering technology and
human-factors psychology aimed at the development of computer-aided instruments, such as
external memory notebooks, better hearing aids, and technical visual support systems. Such
systems can be expected to permit compensation for some losses in the cognitive mechanics
and thereby to free-up resources for the pragmatic and knowledge-based aspects of the mind.30
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The situation is less optimistic as far as the Fourth Age is concerned (the age range from
80 upward). There is no precise definition of when the Fourth Age begins, in part because of
shifting life expectancies and historical changes in health. One generalizable and
change-sensitive criterion may be to define the onset of the Fourth Age as the chronological
age where less than 50% of the respective birth cohorts survive. For that age range, current
medical–technological knowledge and cultural conditions are insufficient to create a state
where gains and maintenance of cognitive functioning are a likely outcome.
Thus, especially in light of the increasing number of nonagenarians and centenarians in the
population, and associated brain diseases such as dementias, the Fourth Age emerges as one
of the major challenges of the 21st century. For the ageing mind to be optimized in that age
range, major efforts in, and coalitions of, intervention genetics, behavioural health programs,
biotechnological engineering as well as psychosocial programs are necessary. Note in this
context, however, that this recognition of the social challenges of a Fourth Age does not
necessarily spell despair. Progress in science is more often than not due to the intellectual and
motivational agenda that results from recognizing states of deficit and dysfunction.
Let us return to the opening of this article. In the scenario of the future of the growing and
ageing mind, we need to remember that improving the genome through genetic repair and
genetic intervention alone, while definitely of major significance especially regarding
pathological states and the course of biological ageing, will not be the sole answer. The key
conceptual framework is that of bio-cultural orchestration of the brain-behaviour system. Thus,
while genetic interventions have the potential to correct for losses in brain plasticity, it is the
ensemble of cultural factors and the psychological properties of individuals that co-define, in
major ways, the content, the varying outcomes, and the peaks of human experience.
Genetic interventions make us better animals. We become humans, however, because of the
ways that culture and our individual constructions exploit the brain and make it our servant.
In this sense, and as originally suggested by biologically oriented cultural anthropologists, the
21st century is the century of the bio-cultural sciences.24
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